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people have a favorite type of beer or a beer they always order at their favorite restaurant. For many people, such a beer is only available a few months out of the year. If a batch of
beer is available for only a limited period, a fresh batch has to be brewed and bottled as soon as possible so that the beer is available when needed. Thus, batches of beer are not
usually brewed or bottled on a continuous basis. Instead, batches of beer are brewed for long periods and then moved to a storage facility for further storage during non-brewing

periods. For example, the “bubble-top” style bottles used to package beer are not designed to be exposed to the environment and have to be stored in specially designed boxes to
protect the bottles from the environment. This may cause an increase in the time a particular beer is available. This may make it difficult to order a particular beer when needed due

to the time it has to travel to the place where it is being sold and the time it must be stored in the facility before being shipped to the place where it is being sold. Beer labeling is also
very important to a beer company. Beer labels are valuable advertising tools. If a person is not interested in the type of beer being offered, he may not order the beer. If he does not

order the beer, the company loses money and gets no advertising on the sale of the beer. To increase their advertising potential, many companies use different beer labels for
different types of beer. This is especially true in the case of microbreweries where each brewery may have a trademarked label or distinctive label. A brewery that produces a

distinctive label for its beer may lose out to another brewery that has a similar label. In the past, it has been very difficult to print a label on a printed sheet of paper at the same time
as printing the label on bottles. If the printed sheet of paper is sent to the bottling facility, the labels may be printed as they are applied to the bottles so that the appearance of the

bottles is not affected by the printing of the labels. But, using
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